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Chapter 571 Completed; Discourage! 

 

   

 

 

No matter how the people on Earth talked about it and the kind of thoughts 

there were in their hearts, Lin Fan sat on the ground the entire time. He 

sniffed the fresh air and felt the cool breeze blowing against his face. He was 

extremely satisfied. 

Six hours passed in a flash. 

At this moment, a crisp notification rang out in Lin Fan's mind. 

[Ding! Mission completed—rest for six hours. After entering the Otherworld for 

the first time and resting for six hours, you can truly feel the air, temperature, 

and humidity of the Otherworld. You've shown respect for the environment. 

You've acquired the skill, Gravity Control!] 

Then, Lin Fan focused his attention on Gravity Control. 

[Gravity Control: Able to control 1,000 times the gravity.]𝓃𝒐𝑣𝑒𝐥𝗇𝔢xt.𝓒𝗈𝔪 

Seeing this, Lin Fan's eyes lit up. 

It could control 1,000 times the gravity! 

This was definitely a very good ability. 
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At this moment, he felt that as long as he had a thought, he could easily 

change the gravity around him. It was just like his own hands and feet. It was 

very strange. 

He quietly doubled the gravity around him. Instantly, the grass beside him 

bent down. 

This was simply like the power of a god! 

Lin Fan's lips curled up. He turned around and picked a direction and walked 

forward. 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

"Professor Lin is up!" Xiao Bing smiled sweetly. "I think he has already 

acclimatized to the environment. Next, he'll definitely be able to create 

miracles in the Otherworld, just like how he invented the earthquake prediction 

device, the super battery, and the carbon-based photolithographic machine!" 

At the same time, the bullet comments in the live broadcast room kept rolling. 

The Luxury Car Is a Little Hot: [He's finally up.] 

Phone: [I hope it's as Xiao Bing said, that a miracle can be created.] 

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm Little Cold Hands: [You can do it, Professor Lin!] 

One in Ten Thousand: [Professor Lin, you can do it!] 

Stranger: [Oh my god! It's too terrifying! Have you seen the video of the Japes 

hero Ichiro Higashida?] 

Red and Swollen: [I've seen it. The Otherworld is so scary!] 

... 

Ichiro Higashida was a famous swordsman in Japes. 



After he learned that he had been chosen to enter the Otherworld, he chose to 

report to the country like everyone else. 

However, unlike most people, he did not need to learn emergency combat 

techniques. 

He was the king of combat. 

After receiving some firearms guidance, he only brought his longsword and a 

pistol into the Otherworld. 

In the live broadcast room in Japes. 

Yatian: [With Ichiro Higashida from Japes entering the Otherworld, we will 

definitely obtain countless benefits!] 

Masanizu-kun: [That's right! Ichiro Higashida is an extremely powerful Kendo 

expert. He's practically invincible in this foreign world!] 

Huang: [Mr. Ichiro Higashida, you're the best!] 

... 

Ichiro Higashida continued to move forward in the wilderness. 

At this moment, a two-meter-tall patterned leopard suddenly appeared in the 

distance. 

The patterned panther leaped forward, revealing its ferocious steel claws as it 

clawed at Ichiro Higashida. 

Seeing this… 

Ichiro Higashida's pupils constricted. He quickly drew his sword to block the 

attack. 

However, there was no effect at all. 



When the steel claw landed on the longsword, it was as if it had landed on 

tofu. The longsword instantly broke. 

The strength of the steel claw did not slow down at all as it continued to land 

on Ichiro Higashida's body. 

In an instant… 

Ichiro Higashida's head exploded like a watermelon. 

Red and white sprayed out. 

His upper body and lower body fell to the ground as if they were tattered. His 

intestines and internal organs flowed out continuously. 

Lord Tianmu: [Ouch!] 

Sakura: [So scary!] 

Our Encounter at the Train Station: [Ichiro Higashida died a tragic death…] 

Tanaka Taro: [So bloody, so scary...]I think you should take a look at 

... 

At this moment, in the live broadcast room… In fact, an emotionless voice 

sounded in the ears of everyone in Japes. 

"The chosen one, Ichiro Higashida, has died. The lifespan of the people in the 

country has been reduced by one year." 

Suddenly, a black mist shot out from the Void Gates in Japes.  

Then… 

In the hospital, the heart of a seriously ill patient who had just had a 

successful operation suddenly stopped beating. 

An old man suddenly fell to the ground and could not get up. 

A heart patient suddenly clutched his chest in extreme pain… 



The entire Japes live broadcast room was filled with wails. 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Black Yellow: [Ichiro Higashida died too tragically.] 

1,2,3 Wooden Man: [It's over, it's over... I'm going to be depressed for a few 

days.] 

Mushroom Chicken Stew: [Ichiro Higashida is dead. The lifespan of everyone 

in Japes has been reduced by one year. All of a sudden, many people in 

Japes died! This has a huge impact.] 

Moto: [Other countries have more heroes. There's still a chance for them... 

What if something happens to Professor Lin in the Otherworld? He's the only 

hero in Hua Nation.] 

Qinshan: [Professor Lin, please don't walk around anymore. Please stay there 

and rest for a while. I beg you.] 

World Hero: [Professor Lin, please rest for a while!] 

True Person: [Professor Lin, please take a break!] 

... 

The bullet comments in the live broadcast room changed from urging Lin Fan 

to hurry up to urging him to stop and rest. 

It had only been two hours. 

It was very strange. 

... 

Xia Bing, Xia Xue, Hu Tian, Qin Yuxuan, and the others kept their eyes on the 

live broadcast. 



Their eyes were filled with worry as they whispered prayers. 

... 

Regarding these… 

Lin Fan did not know that he was having an easy time. 

He was still moving forward in the wilderness. 

A sound came from afar. 

In the next moment, a patterned leopard jumped out. 

This scene immediately attracted the attention of everyone in Hua Nation's 

live broadcast room. 

"What a big, scary leopard! Professor Lin, be careful!" Xiao Bing shouted in 

fear. 

The bullet comments were like a storm that instantly filled the entire live 

broadcast room. 

Hong Shan: [F*ck! It's the leopard that brutally killed Ichiro Higashida!] 

Forget: [Professor Lin, run!] 

Crow: [It's over, it's over!] 

Man In the Sky: [Professor Lin, be careful of its claws!] 

... 

Lin Fan stood rooted to the ground, as though he was frightened by the huge 

patterned panther. 

The people in the livestream watched as the patterned panther was about to 

use its ferocious claws to tear Lin Fan into pieces just like how it did to Ichiro 

Higashida… 



In the next moment, the patterned leopard suddenly felt a huge mountain 

crushing down on it. It fell straight to the ground and smashed a huge hole in 

the ground. 

[Gravity Control, activated! 1,000 times the gravity!] 

Rocks flew everywhere, and dust filled the air. 

 Lin Fan was still standing there, not moving. 

However, an emotionless voice sounded in his ears. 

"You're the first to kill a level-two Arrow Leopard. You've obtained a level-two 

treasure chest. 

"You're the first to kill a level-two Arrow Leopard. The lifespan of the Hua 

people has increased by 2 years." 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 572 Obtaining Rewards; Encountering Danger Again! 

 

   

 

 

The dust slowly dispersed, revealing a bottomless pit and an ancient chest. 

In the pitch-black hole, the figure of the Arrow Leopard could no longer be 

seen clearly. 

Of course, it was just that the audience could not see it in the live broadcast 

room. 

Lin Fan had night vision, so he could easily see the situation in the hole. 
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At this moment, the Arrow Leopard had already turned into a meat patty, dead 

beyond belief. 

Lin Fan nodded to himself. 

Obviously, he was very satisfied with Gravity Control. 

Then, Lin Fan placed his attention on the chest and opened the lid. 

"You've received 20 points of Constitution. Do you want to use them?" 

At the same time, a crisp notification rang out in Lin Fan's mind. 

"Ding! Congratulations, you've received a special red packet of 200 

Constitution points.] 

When Lin Fan heard that, he did not touch the light orb in the box 

immediately. 

Instead, he chose to open the red packet. 

Instantly, Lin Fan's muscles and bones all twisted. 

A surging power surged up like a tide. 

He roughly calculated that this was equivalent to ten bottles of Constitution 

Potion. 

Then, he looked at the 20 points of Constitution on the ground and casually 

accepted them. 

After all, no matter how small the pie was, it was still pie. 

Lin Fan did not stay on the spot and continued walking forward. 

As he walked forward, he casually patted a tree that was as thick as his thigh. 

The tree fell. 

This... This was the power of 200 points of Constitution! 



... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room... 

The entire screen fell silent. 

After a while, countless bullet comments started to roll. 

Just Love You: [Does anyone know what just happened?] 

Autumn Leaf: [I don't know. I just saw that the leopard was about to hit 

Professor Lin, so I closed my eyes and didn't dare to look… Why did the 

leopard die in the blink of an eye?] 

Dusk: [I just saw that there was suddenly a big pit in front of Professor Lin. 

When the leopard came over, it probably fell into it and died.] 

Wind: [Fell to its death? Hahaha! Professor Lin is really lucky!] 

Zhang Sheng Li: [I was almost scared to death just now. It's alright now... Oh 

right, Professor Lin had just obtained 20 Constitution points!] 

Heaven and Earth No. 1: [20 Constitution points! Hendry of Eagle Country 

only obtained ten points of Constitution, and he could almost be said to be 

Superman. Then, wouldn't Professor Lin become an existence that far 

surpasses Superman?] 

Mo Wen: [That's great! We're saved!] 

Bracelet: [Professor Lin killed the Arrow Panther and obtained 20 Constitution. 

In addition, he has also increased the lifespan of all of us in Hua Nation by two 

years! I just noticed that a golden light seemed to have shot out from the Void 

Gates. Do you guys feel anything special?] 

The Wind is Blowing: [I feel like my body is a little warm.] 

Soul Eater: [I thought it was an illusion. I feel a little warm too.] 



Morning Jog Enthusiast: [Oh my god! My grandfather was given a notice of 

critical illness in the morning. But he was suddenly able to walk normally just 

now, and all the data on his body is normal!] 

Sweet Love You: [All of our lifespans have been increased by two years!] 

Send You Away: [I can live another two years? Thank you, Professor Lin!] 

Huanghun: [Thank you, Professor Lin!] 

Song: [Thank you, Professor Lin!] 

... 

Xiao Bing held the microphone and shouted excitedly, "Professor Lin has 

killed a level-two Arrow Leopard and obtained 20 Constitution points. He has 

also increased our lifespan by two years! Let's give Professor Lin a round of 

applause." 

After saying that, she started to clap her hands. 

... 

In the conference room in Jingbei. 

Everyone in white shirts stared at the live broadcast room. 

Even though they had all seen countless big scenes and had the ability to 

remain calm even if Mount Everest were to collapse in front of them... 

When they saw an Arrow Leopard suddenly charging out and pouncing 

toward Lin Fan, they could not help but break out in a cold sweat. 

"Fortunately, there was a pit in front of Professor Lin." 

"Yeah, otherwise... the consequences would be unimaginable."𝓃𝒐𝑣𝑒𝐥𝗇𝔢xt.𝓒𝗈𝔪 

"God bless Professor Lin!" 

"This can be considered a blessing in disguise." 



"I believe that everyone will have more confidence in Professor Lin and his 

future!" 

... 

As everyone spoke, their faces looked as if they had just survived a disaster. 

The man sitting at the top also heaved a sigh of relief. 

... 

Xia Bing, Xia Xue, Qin Yuxuan, Hu Tian, and the others were watching the 

live stream. 

When they saw the Arrow Leopard pouncing toward Lin Fan, their hearts 

jumped up to their throats. 

They were extremely frightened. 

When they saw the Arrow Leopard fall into the hole, they heaved a sigh of 

relief. 

It was alright… Lin Fan was fine. 

In their hearts, they did not care if their lifespan had increased. 

As long as Lin Fan was safe, nothing else mattered. 

... 

Ai Jin was also watching the live broadcast. 

When he saw that Lin Fan had obtained 20 points of Constitution, a look of 

hatred flashed across his face. 

If Lin Fan died, how good would that be?! 

His eyes darted around, and his hands began to move rapidly on the 

keyboard again. 



Ai Jin: [First of all, congratulations to Professor Lin for killing a level-two Arrow 

Leopard and successfully obtaining 20 Constitution points. 

[However, what I want to say is that Professor Lin shouldn't let his guard 

down. 

[After all, he could encounter a deep pit by luck once, but not a second time. 

[We just saw the monsters from the Otherworld. They're extremely terrifying. 

[A level-one Giant Black Scorpion could only be killed with a grenade. 

[A level-two Arrow Leopard could easily break a longsword. 

[These are not existences that humans can resist with their bare hands. 

[Even if he has the ability to jump two meters or even four meters, it's 

useless!] 

... 

Ai Jin's blog post seemed to have poured a bucket of cold water on everyone 

who had just had a glimmer of hope. 

Many people were filled with sorrow and joined the discussion. 

Soon, the number of visitors increased again. 

... 

Lin Fan did not care about any of this at all. 

He walked aimlessly forward. 

At this moment, another sound came from not far away. 

Then, a tiger with half-meter-long teeth and a height of about two meters 

slowly poked its head out. 

It let out a dull roar as it stared at Lin Fan with its cold eyes. 



However, Lin Fan did not seem to have seen it at all. He was extremely calm. 

The giant tiger seemed to feel provoked. 

In the next moment… 

It opened its bloody mouth and pounced toward Lin Fan. 

Seeing this… 

Everyone watching the livestream felt their hearts tighten. 

However… 

Soon, they were all stunned. 

When the tiger reached Lin Fan, it fell into a deep pit just like the Arrow 

Leopard and never got up again. 

[Gravity Control, activated! 1,000 times the gravity!] 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 573 Kill Again; Eating Broadcast?! 

 

   

 

 

The giant tiger fell into the pit, stirring up another cloud of dust. 

An emotionless voice sounded at the scene. 

"You're the first person to kill a level-two Megalodon Tiger. You've obtained a 

level-two treasure chest. 
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"You're the first person to kill a level-two Megalodon Tiger. The air quality in 

Hua Nation has improved by 50%." 

Then, an ancient chest appeared in front of Lin Fan. 

He chose to open it. 

"You've obtained 20 points of Constitution. Do you want to use them?" 

At the same time, a crisp notification sounded out in Lin Fan's mind. 

"Ding! Congratulations, you've received a special red packet of 200 

Constitution points." 

Instantly, Lin Fan's muscles and bones started to squirm once more. 

That feeling of being filled with power kept rippling in his heart. 

Previously, he could easily break a tree as thick as a thigh with a casual slap. 

Now, what kind of power did he possess? 

Lin Fan's lips curled up slightly as he placed his hand on the orb of light in the 

chest. 

He received 20 Constitution points! 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Lotus: [I was scared to death! This tiger that suddenly appeared is too scary.] 

Feng Family: [Fortunately, there was another deep pit in front of Professor Lin. 

Otherwise, I really wouldn't have known what to do.] 

Bullhead: [I just read Ai Jin's blog post and he said that Professor Lin wouldn't 

encounter another deep pit. What happened? Is it a slap in the face?] 

Farewell: [There's actually someone talking about Ai Jin here?] 



Poor But Not Poor: [Professor Lin has obtained another 20 Constitution 

points. It'll be safer for him now!] 

One Heart to Her: [Another ray of light shot out from the Void Gates just now... 

The sky immediately turned a lot bluer.] 

Song: [It's not just the sky turning blue! The air is also fresher!] 

Learn to Refuse: [Professor Lin is amazing!] 

Peace: [God bless Professor Lin!] 

... 

Xiao Bing shouted into the microphone, "Look! Professor Lin has killed 

another level-two monster, and his Constitution has increased by another 20 

points! At the same time, the air quality of our country has improved by 50%! 

Professor Lin, thank you!" 

After saying that, she even bowed deeply toward Lin Fan with utmost 

sincerity. 

... 

Ai Jin did not expect that shortly after posting his blog post, Lin Fan would 

encounter another level-two monster. This level-two monster even fell into the 

pit and died like the Arrow Leopard. 

He had said on his blog that Lin Fan would not be so lucky to meet another 

trap. 

In the end, he was slapped in the face in the blink of an eye! 

Ai Jin looked at the comments, which were all mocking him, and his face 

turned red. 

At the same time, he hated Lin Fan even more. 

Why was Lin Fan always so lucky? 



... 

The sky gradually darkened. 

Not far away, a long-eared rabbit that was half the height of a human was 

eating wild grass in front of him. 

Lin Fan had the skill of Fasting. Even if he did not eat or drink for a month, 

there would not be any problem. 

However, when he saw the long-eared rabbit's plump appearance, he could 

not help but swallow his saliva and slowly walk toward the long-eared rabbit. 

Even when Lin Fan grabbed the long-eared rabbit's ear, it did not react. 

In fact... 

How could the long-eared rabbit not react? 

It was simply unable to react.I think you should take a look at 

The long-eared rabbit felt as if a huge mountain had suddenly appeared on its 

body, and it no longer had the strength to move its fingers. 

[Skill: Gravity Control!] 

Then, with a thought, a sharp knife appeared in Lin Fan's hand. 

Lin Fan's wrist shook. 

A bloody mark appeared on the long-eared rabbit's neck. 

Soon, the long-eared rabbit's skin was completely peeled off. 

Then, Lin Fan chopped a tree trunk as thick as an arm and skewered the 

entire rabbit. 

At the same time, he also found a pile of firewood. 

Next, Lin Fan willed it once more. Honey, salt, 13 spices, spicy noodles, and 

other condiments all appeared in front of him from the inner space. 



Three days before entering the Otherworld, Lin Fan was busy accompanying 

his family. 

At the same time, he was not completely idle. 

Lin Fan bought a large amount of daily necessities and filled up the 50 square 

meters of inner space. 

He could even take out an iron pot, let alone condiments and knives. 

... 

As the flames rose, Lin Fan twirled the rod and smeared the seasonings on 

the long-eared rabbit's body.𝒏𝒪𝗏𝗲𝓵𝓃𝐄xt.𝒸𝑶𝑀 

Not long after, golden oil dripped down from the long-eared rabbit's body. The 

delicious rabbit meat began to turn crispy on the outside and tender on the 

inside, making it very tempting. 

When the aroma wafted out, Lin Fan finally tore off a large rabbit leg and put it 

into his mouth. 

It was very delicious! 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Xiao Bing looked at the rabbit meat in Lin Fan's hands and could not help but 

swallow. She could not help but say, "It looks so good…" 

At the same time, there were so many bullet comments. 

Naive: [How could he eat a rabbit? It's so cute! Please add more cumin!] 

Big Ming Is Here: [I clearly had a full dinner. Why am I suddenly hungry 

again?] 



Hello: [I just saw Nashland's Harrison eating leaves on the internet. In the end, 

he's eating barbecue here? Everyone went to the Otherworld, so why is 

Professor Lin so different?] 

ραΠdαsΝοvel.cοm Nine Heavens: [Wait, is this a livestream from the 

Otherworld? Did I go to the wrong place and come to an eating broadcast 

room?] 

Optimus Prime: [Professor Lin's cooking is pretty good. This rabbit looks 

delicious.] 

Eastern Dragon: [Pretty good? I was watching Professor Lin's actions of 

killing, peeling, and slicing the rabbit very carefully. Everything was done 

smoothly. He easily disposed of the innards cleanly. 

[In addition, Professor Lin was also very particular about the seasoning and 

barbecue. 

[To be like Professor Lin, it'd be difficult to achieve without three to five years 

of hard work! 

[I forgot to mention that I'm the head chef of a four-star hotel!] 

Flowers Bloom: [Professor Lin is not only a mathematician but also a great 

inventor… Furthermore, he's a chef? Awesome!] 

On Songhua River: [I see you guys are discussing food, but did you guys 

notice from where Professor Lin took out honey, salt, cumin, and other 

seasonings?] 

Red: [I don't think I noticed it either…] 

Liu: [This is bad. There seems to be movement in front! Could it be that 

another monster is here?] 

After this message appeared, the live broadcast room fell into a short silence. 



All the viewers stared at the live broadcast screen, feeling very nervous. 

They prayed silently that it was not a ferocious beast. 

That was because everyone saw that Lin Fan had already walked around the 

entire area. There was no deep pit at all. 

If another ferocious beast appeared, it would definitely be very terrifying. 

The sound was getting closer and closer… 

Everyone in front of the screen held their breaths and became even more 

nervous. 

As for Lin Fan, who was in the Otherworld, he seemed to be completely 

oblivious to this. He continued to eat the rabbit meat in a carefree manner. 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 574 - 574 Li Xianhao, Die! 

 

   

 

574 Li Xianhao, Die! 

Li Xianhao was a middle-level manager of Two-Star Financial Group. 

However, he was different from most people. 

A golden countdown appeared on his arm. 

That was right. 

Li Xianhao was the chosen one! 

During the three days… 
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Many big shots that LI Xianhao looked up to shook hands with him, chatted 

with him, and promised him countless benefits. 

Li Xianhao knew that as long as he seized this opportunity in the Otherworld, 

he would definitely be able to soar to greater heights. 

Hence… 

Li Xianhao kept working very hard to receive all kinds of training. 

Three days passed in a flash. 

Today, when time returned to zero, Li Xianhao brought all kinds of weapons 

and arrived in the Otherworld under the watchful eyes of many celebrities and 

people in the country. 

At first, he was extremely excited. 

That was because he had arrived in the Otherworld. 

Then, the promises that were made to him earlier would become reality! 

The weapons on his body gave him enough confidence and a sense of 

security. 

However, after walking for a day in the wilderness of the Otherworld… 

Li Xianhao had completely lost his confidence. 

He did not stay in the wilderness for long before he encountered a grizzly bear 

that was nearly three meters tall. 

When he saw the grizzly bear, Li Xianhao was scared silly. 

It was too terrifying! 

He hurriedly raised the machine gun at his waist and fired wildly at the grizzly 

bear. 



The bullets that could penetrate the wall hit the grizzly bear, but they did not 

cause much damage. 

In fact, they had only penetrated a little of the skin. 

However, this completely infuriated the grizzly bear. 

It opened its bloody mouth and roared at the sky. It raised its sharp claws that 

were like steel knives and swung them at Li Xianhao. 

Li Xianhao was terrified and hurriedly dodged to the side. 

However, the big backpack behind him exploded when the steel claw touched 

it. 

The food, water, grenades, and machine guns were all scattered on the 

ground. 

These… were all life-saving things. 

However, Li Xianhao did not dare to pick them up. 

He scrambled forward. 

He felt the whistling sound behind him and quickly took out the grenade at his 

waist before pulling out the fuse. 

Then, he threw it behind him. 

There was a loud bang, and dust filled the sky. 

One grenade exploded very quickly, and the other grenades on the ground 

were also detonated very quickly… 

A series of explosions reverberated in the wilderness. 

The continuous explosions finally caused some damage to the grizzly bear, 

blocking its path. 

Li Xianhao seized the opportunity to run faster. 



After an unknown period of time and confirming that the grizzly bear was no 

longer behind him… 

He panted heavily and stopped, his face covered in dust. 

He had lost his backpack, food, water, and most of his weapons. He had met 

a terrifying grizzly bear… 

This made Li Xianhao extremely nervous about his trip to the Otherworld. 

He tried to shoot birds. 

Unfortunately, he had only received three days of training, so his shooting 

skills were extremely poor. He could not hit the target at all. 

He tried to find some fruits to eat, but he did not find anything. 

For the entire day, he did not drink a single drop of water. His stomach 

rumbled with hunger, and his entire person became more and more 

miserable. 

When night gradually descended… 

Li Xianhao suddenly smelled the smell of barbecued meat, which immediately 

made him excited. 

Hence, he followed the scent and continued forward. 

Not long after, Li Xianhao saw a fire and a tall, handsome Asian man. 

It was Lin Fan! 

Li Xianhao hesitated for a moment but still walked forward. He spoke carefully 

in English, “Hello, may I ask which country you’re from?” 

Lin Fan raised his eyes and spoke in his native language, “Hua Nation.” 

When Li Xianhao heard Lin Fan’s reply, he was extremely happy. 



He had been stationed in Hua Nation for a period of time, he knew some 

simple words. 

In this way, there would not be too many problems in their communication. 

Li Xianhao said, “I… I’m Li Xianhao from Corea. Nice to meet you… Please… 

May I know your name?” 

Lin Fan’s eyes turned cold. 

He had never had a good impression of Coreans. 

“Lin Fan.” 

“Hello, Mr. Lin. We’re all heroes chosen by Earth. You have a lot of meat 

here,” Li Xianhao asked. 

As he spoke, he could not help but swallow. 

After all, they were all Earthlings, and Li Xianhao’s attitude was not bad. 

Hence, Lin Fan tore off a piece of meat and handed it over. 

Li Xianhao took the meat and said excitedly, “Thank you.” 

After saying that, he stuffed the meat into his mouth. 

The rabbit meat entered his stomach, and his mouth was filled with fragrance. 

Li Xianhao’s mental state immediately improved. 

Then, his gaze landed on the huge and juicy rabbit meat, hoping that Lin Fan 

would give him some more. 

However, Lin Fan did not have such thoughts or actions. 

Li Xianhao could not help but frown slightly, and he gradually became 

unhappy. 

Some people were like this. After others gave them some benefits and 

suddenly stopped giving them, they would feel resentment. 



Li Xianhao’s gaze lingered on the rabbit meat for a while before turning to Lin 

Fan. 

He realized that Lin Fan did not have a big backpack beside him. He only had 

a small knife but no firearms. 

This made Li Xianhao’s mind start to work. 

‘This Hua guy called Lin Fan doesn’t seem to have placed his weapon beside 

him. 𝓃𝒐𝑣𝑒𝐥𝗇𝔢xt.𝓒𝗈𝔪 

‘If I use a gun… It seems that I can make him give me this big fat rabbit and 

even all his things! 

‘In this way, I won’t have to worry about food for many days, and my safety 

will be more guaranteed!’ 

As the chosen one, Li Xianhao did not take the time to pay attention to 

whether the Hua people had taken the initiative to report their identities. 

In his opinion, all the selected people would definitely undergo similar training 

to him. 

As his thoughts spun, Li Xianhao could not help but gulp again. 

He could almost see himself holding this fat rabbit and gnawing on it. 

However, Li Xianhao did not know that his thoughts were completely exposed 

to Lin Fan. 

That was because Lin Fan had the skill, Heart Listening, which allowed him to 

easily hear the thoughts of others. 

Li Xianhao slowly bent his arm, ready to reach for the pistol hidden at his 

waist. 

At this moment, Lin Fan, who was eating rabbit meat, suddenly turned around 

and slapped Li Xianhao. 



A terrifying power exploded. 

In an instant, Li Xianhao was sent flying backward as if he had been hit by a 

speeding train. He crashed into a tree a dozen meters away. 

Blood and flesh flew everywhere. It was extremely miserable! 

The entire wilderness suddenly fell into dead silence! 
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Pieces of internal organs flew out! 

In an instant, Li Xianhao lost his life. 

In fact, this was normal. 

One had to know that Lin Fan had taken many Constitution Enhancement 

Potions back on Earth. 

Not long ago, he had obtained another 440 points of Constitution. 

This allowed his strength to completely surpass that of ordinary people. He 

was not much different from Superman in movies and television. 

This was the first time Lin Fan had killed someone. 

Generally speaking, there would be some discomfort. 
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However, Lin Fan looked at Li Xianhao who was lying in the ruins and had 

stopped breathing. He was extremely calm. 

It looked as if he had just slaughtered a chicken or duck. 

His vast amount of knowledge and his strength that surpassed ordinary 

people seemed to have made his heart different from ordinary people. There 

was an additional divinity that transcended the secular world! 

Then, Lin Fan slowly turned his body, acting as if nothing had happened. He 

lowered his head and continued to eat the rabbit meat. 

... 

At the same time, an emotionless voice sounded in everyone's ears. 

[Li Xianhao has died, and the air quality in Corea has dropped by 50%.] 

Then, a black mist shot out from the Void Gates in Corea. 

Instantly, the air there became foggy. 

In the live broadcast room of Corea... 

Countless bullet comments rolled out like torrential rain. 

Tian Tian Oppa: [Murder! This is wanton murder!] 

Li Min: [He must be punished!] 

Poor Ha: [Protest!] 

Jinxiong Oppa: [You must punish him!] 

Li Tian: [He's extremely evil! This is a murderous demon!] 

Wind: [This is a dangerous person. Hurry up and get all the heroes to destroy 

him together!] 

Obasan: [After he killed someone, he ate rabbit meat as if nothing had 

happened. Demon, he's a demon!] 



Li En: [And he made the air in our country so much worse. I just took a breath 

of air and almost choked.] 

Jincheng: [The air suddenly became bad, causing my grandmother to have 

asthma. She's being treated now. If anything happens to her, Lin Fan 

would've murdered her!] 

MMM: [The air quality has deteriorated, and so many red spots have 

appeared on my body. They're so itchy! Lin Fan is Satan! He's the destroyer 

of Earth! He must be punished!] 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Autumn Won't Come Back: [Why did Professor Lin suddenly make a move?] 

Abby: [He sent someone flying with one palm. What terrifying power.] 

Old He: [Is Li Xianhao dead?] 

Qin: [His pupils are lifeless, and he spat out pieces of his liver and spleen. 

He's dead. Oh, I'm a forensic doctor.] 

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm Tian Tian: [F*ck, is he really dead? Wouldn't Professor Lin 

be a murderer? What should we do now?]𝒏𝒪𝗏𝗲𝓵𝓃𝐄xt.𝒸𝑶𝑀 

Hongzhong: [I just checked the internet. Professor Lin did kill Li Xianhao and 

caused the air quality in Corea to drop by 50%. Right now, the people there 

are denouncing Professor Lin.] 

Pleasant Goat: [I really like Professor Lin, but why did he kill someone?]I think 

you should take a look at 

Xiao Bing, who was standing at the live broadcast venue, said firmly, 

"Professor Lin must have his reason. I believe him!" 

... 



Ai Jin had been paying attention to the live broadcast, especially Hua Nation's 

live broadcast. 

When he saw Lin Fan kill two monsters and gain a total of 40 Constitution 

points, he was furious. 

Why was Lin Fan so lucky? 

When Lin Fan caught a fat rabbit, Ai Jin immediately complained, "Why did he 

manage to find food? Why didn't he starve to death?" 

When Lin Fan suddenly slapped Li Xianhao to death, Ai Jin's face turned pale, 

and he was scared silly. 

However, when he saw the bullet comments in the Corean live broadcast 

room, his eyes began to roll again. 

After thinking for a moment, the corners of his mouth curled up slightly. His 

hands quickly jumped on the keyboard. 

Ai Jin: [Murderer! 

[Throughout history, when a tribe or race faced a crisis, they could only 

survive the crisis if they were united. 

[The danger of the apocalypse is a universal problem.  

[Therefore, all of us humans belong to one tribe! 

[Only by helping each other can we overcome the difficulties together! 

[However, when Lin Fan met someone from the same tribe… 

[The other person asked him politely, but he answered coldly. 

[We can't hurt others without reason. 

[Relying on strength to kill a comrade is unjust! 

[His methods are cruel and merciless! 



[He's rude, lawless, unkind, and unjust! 

[Murderers should be condemned and punished!] 

Hua Nation was a country of etiquette, and most people were very kind. 

They felt that it was wrong for Lin Fan to suddenly kill someone. After reading 

the blog post, they could not help but be even more determined. They all 

started to share and comment. 

Looking at his skyrocketing traffic, Ai Jin had a smile on his round face.  

... 

In the conference room in Jingbei. 

Many men in white shirts were stunned when they saw the video of Lin Fan 

killing someone. 

"40 points of Constitution actually brings such great strength?" 

"Why did he suddenly kill someone?" 

"It's a little too much." 

"Why is Professor Lin so violent?" 

... 

At this moment, the man sitting at the top turned sideways and said to the 

man beside him who had a straight back and sharp eyebrows, "What do you 

think?" 

"After Li Xianhao ate the rabbit meat, a cold expression appeared on his face. 

He must've been planning something bad. 

"In addition, there was a bulge in his waist area. He must've had a pistol. 

"When he reached out for it, Professor Lin immediately slapped him." 
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"I don't think Professor Lin did anything wrong." 

Everyone in the meeting room turned solemn. 

There was a pistol at the man's waist, and he had a bad idea. 

 If he had done something bad to Lin Fan, it would've been terrifying. 

One had to know… 

Hua Nation only had one hero, Lin Fan. If anything happened to him, the 

entire country would face an unknown disaster! 

The man sitting at the top immediately said, "We have to clear the hero's 

name!" 

Therefore, many psychologists, facial expression specialists, and criminal 

investigation experts accepted interviews one after another. They conducted a 

systematic and detailed analysis of Li Xianhao's actions, psychological 

changes, and possible consequences. 

Sweep the Universe: [F*ck! I actually thought that Professor Lin was a little too 

cruel just now. Now, I just want to say, Professor Lin, you killed the right 

person!] 
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Wish: [The experts have revealed a lot. Li Xianhao did have a gun on his 

waist! Moreover, he kept smiling sinisterly. He definitely had bad intentions.] 

Chong, Chong, Chong: [Professor Lin was kind enough to give him rabbit 

meat to eat, but he actually wanted to threaten Professor Lin with a gun. This 

is really the real-life version of the farmer and the snake! Good kill!] 

Song: [Isn't it? After Li Xianhao ate a large piece of rabbit meat and he had a 

sour expression when Professor Lin didn't immediately give him more, I knew 

that he wasn't a good person. Because I realized that he was actually giving 

Professor Lin a hard time.] 

One, Two, Three: [Fortunately, Professor Lin made the first move. Otherwise, 

if Li Xianhao had pulled out his pistol, the consequences would've been 

terrible!] 

Human Center: [Professor Lin is Hua Nation's only hero. Fortunately, Li 

Xianhao didn't get his way.] 

Man In the Wind: [That Ai Jin actually said that Professor Lin is rude, 

incapable, heartless, and unjust. Ptui!] 

Designer: [Ai Jin has always been crooked.] 

Ling: [The last time I saw Professor Lin resting in the Otherworld, Ai Jin said 

that Professor Lin had given up and was completely dispirited. Then, the first 

time he killed the Arrow Leopard, Ai Jin said that Professor Lin was lucky… 

[Now, he said that Professor Lin is rude, heartless, and unjust. Ai Jin is simply 

a scumbag!] 

Summer In the Wind: [Ai Jin keeps slandering Professor Lin. Please ban 

him!]𝓃𝒐𝑣𝑒𝐥𝗇𝔢xt.𝓒𝗈𝔪 

Winter Melon: [Ai Jin keeps slandering Professor Lin. Please ban him!] 

Joker: [Ai Jin keeps slandering Professor Lin. Please ban him!] 



... 

The Hua people were very reasonable, and this had a lot to do with their 

5,000 years of cultural heritage and the spread of education. 

 Very quickly, everyone reacted and started to understand Lin Fan. At the 

same time, they started to attack Ai Jin. 

... 

Compared to everyone's discussion and understanding... 

Xia Bing, Xia Xue, Qin Yuxuan, Hu Tian, and the others were relieved. 

That was because they had seen Lin Fan's immense strength. 

With that, Lin Fan would be much safer in the other world. 

The stars in the Otherworld looked much brighter than when one looked at 

them from Earth. 

Looking up at the starry sky and feeling the breeze on one's face made one 

feel extremely comfortable. 

In the blink of an eye, it was the second day. 

A fiery red sun slowly rose from the distance, dyeing the entire sky bright red 

and gorgeous. 

A breeze blew, and all the weeds swayed. 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Although it was early in the morning, there were already tens of millions of 

viewers in the live broadcast room. 

Excited: [It's so beautiful!] 



Tang Dynasty Poet: [Seeing this scene, I can't help but think of the wind 

blowing the grass and seeing the cows and sheep.] 

Legend of the Dragon: [I really want to go here. It must be very comfortable.] 

... 

Just like that, Lin Fan continued walking forward aimlessly. 

In the blink of an eye, it was already afternoon. 

Today, he passed by small hills, bushes, and desolate lands filled with smoke 

and dust. 

The viewers in Hua Nation's live broadcast room continued to watch. 

Wang Jinfei: [Professor Lin has walked for half a day, but he doesn't seem 

tired at all. He never stopped to take a breath, nor did he sweat a drop... 40 

points of Constitution are too amazing.] 

Spring Water: [This is very normal. After all, Professor Lin killed a person with 

one slap yesterday.] 

Xiu: [But I don't know if you've noticed something. Other than not being tired 

at all, Professor Lin's clothes don't seem to be dirty at all. Wasn't there a lot of 

dust in the place he passed by just now?] 

Xiaoxiao: [Yes! I also realized that his clothes look like they've just been taken 

out of the washing machine. It's so magical.] 

Army: [This reminds me of the clothes in mythological novels! In addition, I 

also noticed that Professor Lin suddenly took out knives and various 

seasonings yesterday. However, Professor Lin did not bring his backpack, 

and his pockets seem very flat. He didn't bring those things with him, right? 

This reminds me of a spatial ring in those mythical novels...] 

Ziqi: [Hiss! Could Professor Lin be a god?]I think you should take a look at 



Waiter: [God? It was really possible! Zhou's Conjecture, Hail Conjecture, 

Riemann's Hypothesis, and so on had troubled mankind for hundreds of 

years, but Lin Fan solved them all! Also, he invented the earthquake 

prediction device, super batteries, the human islet recovery drug, the carbon-

based photolithographic machine, advanced artificial limbs, and so on! These 

feats are certainly not hard for a god!] 

Autumn: [So Professor Lin is a god. In that case, Hua Nation will definitely not 

be affected by doomsday! It's great! 

Upright: [That's right! Hahaha!] 

... 

Lin Fan also knew that he was being broadcasted live. Perhaps it was 

because he was too bored walking. 

Thus, he introduced for the first time, "There should be a lot of people 

watching the live broadcast, right? As everyone can see, I am currently in the 

Otherworld. 

"Everyone should have seen my strength yesterday. Perhaps many people 

are guessing that I'm a god because of such strength. 

"However, I have to make it clear that I am not a god. 

After a pause, he continued, "There isn't much difference between the 

Otherworld and Earth. There's grass and green trees here. 

"Unfortunately, I like to eat a little fruit every day, and so far, I haven't found 

any fruit trees…" 

When Lin Fan said this, he saw an apple tree on a cliff that was tens of meters 

high. 

A few big red apples were hanging on it in perfect condition. 



Seeing this… 

Lin Fan's eyes lit up. 

Then… 

Lin Fan jumped up. 

Hendry, who had obtained 10 points of Constitution, had the ability to jump 

two meters high. 

Lin Fan had obtained 40 points of Constitution. On top of that, he had used 

many Constitution Enhancement Potions back on Earth. 

He jumped with all his might. It was absolutely terrifying. 

In the next moment, Lin Fan appeared under the apple tree on the cliff. 

[Skill: Gravity Control!] 

All the apples fell down like raindrops and appeared in his hand. 

Lin Fan picked up the apples and placed them on the ground steadily. 

He opened his mouth and bit into an apple. It was crisp, refreshing, and very 

delicious. 

Some people might not dare to eat fruits they recognized in the wild. 

They could not guarantee whether they were poisoned or not. 

However, Lin Fan was not worried at all. 

He already possessed the special ability of being immune to poison. 

... 

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm From the moment Lin Fan jumped up to the moment he ate 

the apple, all of this was shown on Hua Nation's live broadcast. 

The entire live broadcast room was silent for a moment. 



After that, a barrage of bullet comments exploded. 

Big Bear: [Professor Lin, you still say that you're not a god?!] 

Stone Man: [Professor Lin, you still say that you're not a god?!] 

Dumb: [Professor Lin, you still say that you're not a god?!] 

... 

Nameless: [Greetings, Professor Lin, no! God Lin!] 

Five Elements Lacking Money: [Greetings, God Lin. Please bless me to make 

a lot of money.] 

Mr. Huang: [Greetings, God Lin. Please bless me to get into a famous 

university.]] 

A Wen: [Greetings, God Lin. Please bless me with the lottery!] 

Tianxin: [Greetings, God Lin. Please bless me to give birth to a fat boy!] 

Don't Forget, Don't Forget: Hua Nation has God Lin. We don't have to worry 

about the apocalypse anymore!] 

Tang Song: [That's great!] 

Was that not so? 

If Lin Fan was not a god, how could he jump tens of meters high? 

If he was not a god, how could he casually make apples fall into his hands? 

Previously, everyone was joking that Lin Fan was a god. 

However, at this moment, many people had already taken this matter as a 

fact. 

Everyone's mood toward this apocalyptic event... They finally began to relax. 
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Lin Fan had no idea how the audience was reacting. 

After he ate two apples, his face was full of satisfaction. 

Then, with a slight thought, he instantly placed the remaining apples into his 

inner space. 

At this moment, a crisp voice rang out in Lin Fan's mind. 

[Ding! You've been in the Otherworld for 24 hours. You've received a special 

red packet—King's Aura!] 

Lin Fan's expression changed slightly as he focused his attention on King's 

Aura. 

[King's Aura: A terrifying aura. With just a raise of your hand, you have the 

special ability to make people lose their ability to resist. They'll even prostrate 

themselves on the ground. Even if you don't move, you can defeat your 

enemies. Your charm will increase.] 

Seeing this… 

Lin Fan's eyes lit up immediately.𝗇𝓞𝓥𝓮𝐿𝗇𝑒xt.𝑐𝗈𝓶 

According to the introduction, it was almost similar to the domineering aura in 

an anime! 
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This was definitely a very good skill. 

At this moment, Lin Fan felt his body warming up. 

Then, he felt as if he had instantly sublimated into a god-like existence, 

possessing the magical ability to make all living beings prostrate. 

This feeling was very good. 

Lin Fan was in a good mood as he continued walking forward. 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Xiongba: [I don't know why, but Professor Lin seems to be a little different 

after eating the apples... I don't know how to describe it…] 

That's Youth: [I also have this feeling.] 

People In the Jungle: [He seems to be a little different.] 

123: [I think Professor Lin is getting more and more handsome.] 

Moon: [I also think that Professor Lin is more handsome.]] 

Spring Is Here: [Could it be that apples from the Otherworld can be used to 

enhance looks?] 

... 

Naturally, Lin Fan did not know that after he obtained the King's Aura, many 

people who were watching the livestream had mistakenly thought that the 

Otherworld's apples had some sort of beauty effect. 

As a result, many people yearned for the Otherworld even more. 

... 

The chosen hero of Ban was a fairy-skinned beauty named Ritasha. 



She was a drawing teacher in Ban Nation. 

Even though Litasha had already undergone three days of emergency 

training, after arriving in the Otherworld, she was still very helpless. 

Last night, she was scared to tears by the chirping of birds. 

After waking up this morning, her mental state was very bad. 

This made the Ban people very worried about her. 

KY: [It's indeed a little too difficult for Ritasha to stay in the otherworld.] 

Witten: [So, how are the heroes chosen? There are so many special forces 

warriors and martial artists in our country. Why would they choose such a 

young and beautiful lady?] 

JJJ: [I don't expect Ritasha to be able to kill monsters anymore. I only hope 

that she can live peacefully and happily in the Otherworld. I just want her to 

treat this trip to the Otherworld as a vacation.] 

Sur: [If it's a vacation, this place is pretty good.] 

... 

Ritasha stumbled past a bush. 

Then, a colorful sea of flowers appeared in front of her. 

Instantly, Ritasha's beautiful eyes lit up. 

Beautiful! 

It was so beautiful! 

In Ban Nation's live broadcast room. 

Carl: [Looks like the Otherworld doesn't have the heart to let beauties suffer 

too much.] 

KKKK: [So beautiful! This is what a beauty should experience!] 



Gulu: [This is definitely the most beautiful place I've ever seen. I really want to 

go and play.] 

... 

Seeing such beautiful scenery, Rita could not help but quicken her steps and 

run forward. 

She wanted to get closer and admire this beautiful scenery. She wanted to 

wander around this sea of flowers. 

However, just as Ritasha approached the sea of flowers, something 

unexpected happened! 

The five-colored sea of flowers that swayed with the wind suddenly 

disappeared… 

In its place were countless colorful butterflies. 

This sea of flowers was actually a disguise for these colorful butterflies! 

The butterflies opened their black mouths and flew toward Rita, wrapping her 

up. 

About 30 seconds later, the butterflies dispersed, and their colors became 

brighter. 

However, Ritasha had disappeared. The platinum pendant that was originally 

hanging around her neck fell to the ground with a dull sound. 

Ritasha was eaten by butterflies! 

... 

The broadcast room of Ban Nation suddenly fell into a dead silence. 

For a long time, no one sent any comments. 

At this moment, an emotionless voice sounded in everyone's ears. 



[Ritasha, the chosen one, has died. 10% of the country has been desertified.] 

As soon as it ended, a strange black fog shot out from the Void Gates. 

In the next moment… 

The originally green grass was withering and drying up at a speed visible to 

the naked eye. In the end, it became a barren desert. 

As for the hard road and the towering buildings… Cracks continuously 

appeared before they suddenly collapsed and turned into sand that filled the 

sky. 

At this moment, on the satellite image, a different orange color appeared in 

Ban Nation. It was awe-inspiring and terrifying! 

... 

Lin Fan was completely oblivious to all of this. 

He kept moving forward at a constant speed, passing through low hills and 

decaying shrubs... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Poor People Should Work Harder: [I wonder when God Lin will show another 

miracle.] 

Feng: [Yeah, I think watching God Lin's livestream is more enjoyable than 

watching a fantasy TV show.] 

My Man: [Aren't fantasy shows all special effects? Are they even worthy of 

being compared to God Lin?] 

I'm Lin Fan: [Why do I feel that the path God Lin is taking now is a little 

familiar?]] 

Xiaoxiao: [This is the path that Ban Nation's Ritasha had just walked!] 



One In Ten Thousand: [Small hills, bushes... F*ck, this really seems to be the 

path that Ritasha took. I just watched the live broadcast of Ban Nation.] 

I Have No Regrets: [God, you can't go any farther. There are man-eating 

butterflies in front.] 

Hello Everyone: [I've already seen the flowers!] 

Bear: [God Lin, don't go near those flowers. They're man-eating butterflies in 

disguise!] 

Homeland: [It's over, it's over. God Lin is still walking forward. Who can 

remind God Lin?!] 

You're the Same as Me: [Quick, report it to the officials.] 

Loyalty: [Yes, yes! Quickly report it! The officials definitely had a way to 

contact God Lin.] 

... 

Many countries were against the government. 

However, Hua Nation was the complete opposite. 

The officials and the people were close to each other. Hua Nation had an 

excellent ecosystem.  

In the hearts of many people, there was nothing that the government could not 

resolve. 

However, this matter was indeed beyond their ability to resolve. 

In just half a minute, the officials received more than a million notifications. 

However, the officials could only sigh. 

They could not contact Lin Fan at all. 

Lin Fan, on the other hand, did not seem to slow down at all. 



Not long after, a colorful sea of flowers appeared in front of him. 
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Every step Lin Fan took, it was as though he was stepping on the hearts of 

countless viewers watching the live broadcast. 

Many people were filled with unease. 

Even though they had been calling Lin Fan God Lin not too long ago, they 

knew that Lin Fan was not really a god.  

The man-eating butterflies were true monsters! 

ραΠdαsΝοvel.cοm They were strange and terrifying! 

... 

Some people were worried, while others were happy. 

When the Coreans found out that Lin Fan was walking toward the man-eating 

butterflies, most of them were very happy.𝗇𝒐𝗏𝚎𝑙𝚗𝗲xt.𝗰𝗈𝑚 

Wanopa: [Great! Lin Fan is finally going to suffer the consequences of his 

actions! 

Li En: [This is called karma!] 

Obasan: [Retribution comes so fast!] 
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Two-Star Employee: [The only pity is that the man-eating butterflies can 

instantly eat a person clean. His death will come too easily.] 

Li Zhen: [I want to record the scene of Lin Fan's death to comfort Li Xianhao's 

soul in heaven.] 

... 

After being embarrassed repeatedly, Ai Jin was getting more and more 

annoyed with Lin Fan. 

Looking at Lin Fan getting closer to the sea of flowers, his face was filled with 

anticipation. 

He kept muttering, "Walk faster, walk faster! Hurry up and be eaten by the 

man-eating butterflies! 

"I don't even think I have enough time to write an article now. 

"Forget it. It's better for me to just watch the man-eating butterflies eat him! 

"I'll post the article later…" 

Hence, Ai Jin focused even more on the live broadcast. 

... 

Under the watchful eyes of countless people, Lin Fan was only one step away 

from the man-eating butterflies. 

Ten meters. 

Nine meters. 

Eight meters. 

Seven meters. 

... 

Everyone's hearts were in their throats. 



At this moment, the sea of flowers moved. 

The man-eating butterflies appeared! 

Just when everyone thought Lin Fan was about to be surrounded by the man-

eating butterflies and even be eaten clean, they were stunned. 

That was because the man-eating butterflies were actually flying in the 

opposite direction. 

It was as if a lion had suddenly appeared in front of a group of sheep, causing 

them to panic and run away. 

Escape? 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Xiao Bing heaved a sigh of relief. 

Then, she said excitedly, "Those man-eating butterflies have flown away. 

Professor Lin is safe!" 

After she spoke, the bullet comments in the live broadcast room began to 

increase. 

Qing Tian: [Uhh... Why did the man-eating butterflies suddenly fly away?] 

Truth: [I don't know.] 

Eraser: [Generally speaking, most creatures have territorial awareness. If they 

suddenly leave the place where they've been staying, there are only two 

situations to explain this. 

[One, fear. They encountered a terrifying creature that far surpassed them, so 

they chose to escape. 



[Second, they're changing homes. They saw more food or a better living 

environment in other places. P.S. The above is my summary from watching 

Animal World.] 

Message: [No matter what, God Lin is fine!] 

Tang Song: [It's fine. This is the best outcome! Congratulations to God Lin!] 

Bamboo Dragonfly: [Congratulations to God Lin!] 

Send Someone Off: [Congratulations to God Lin!] 

... 

Hua Nation's live broadcast room was very lively and happy. 

Meanwhile, the Coreans' live broadcast channel was filled with laments. 

Li Jinwu: [Why? Why did that happen? Why did those man-eating butterflies 

suddenly fly away?] 

Oppa: [The heavens are really blind!]I think you should take a look at 

Li Cheng: [Good people don't live long, while bad people live for a thousand 

years! It's really unfair.] 

Maha: [Don't be too pessimistic, everyone. Lin Fan is still walking forward. 

That's the nest of the man-eating butterflies. When Lin Fan reaches the 

middle, maybe all the butterflies will fly back. 

[By then, Lin Fan will be surrounded by man-eating butterflies!] 

As a result, more and more people started to pay attention to Hua Nation's live 

stream. 

They were looking forward to it. All of them were looking forward to something 

happening to Lin Fan. 

However, things were often contrary to one's wishes. 



Even after Lin Fan walked out of the man-eating butterflies' territory and 

continued to walk for a few kilometers, the man-eating butterflies still did not 

return… 

The Corean audience finally understood… Those man-eating butterflies 

probably would not pose any threat to Lin Fan. 

Seeing this… 

The Coreans sighed again. 

... 

Lin Fan had no idea about all of this. 

He continued to move forward at a constant speed. 

As the sun set, the sky turned bright red and gorgeous. 

At this moment, a large bird that looked like an eagle flew across the distance. 

Seeing this… 

Lin Fan willed. 

[Skill: Gravity Control!] 

In an instant, it was as if a huge mountain had suddenly appeared on the 

bird's body. It could not resist at all and fell straight to the ground, losing all 

consciousness. 

 Lin Fan walked up slowly and picked it up. 

Then, just like yesterday, he found branches and dead wood. 

He casually waved his long saber and easily slaughtered the big bird and 

plucked its feathers. 

The flames flickered. 

He spread the seasoning. 



Not long after, the rich fragrance of meat rippled in the wilderness. 

Lin Fan stuffed the bird meat into his mouth. The grease from the meat was 

dripping. It was crispy on the outside and tender on the inside. It was very 

delicious. 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Horse Face: [God Lin is really enjoying himself!] 

Winter's Story: [I suddenly feel that the drumstick in my hand doesn't taste as 

good anymore.] 

Confused: [I suddenly want to go to the Otherworld to taste the big birds!] 

321, Scram: [Sob!] 

Home: [God Lin suddenly took out a knife and so many spices. Where did he 

put them?] 

... 

This bird was simply too big. Lin Fan had only eaten half of it but was unable 

to finish it. 

He burped in satisfaction. 

Looking up at the starry sky, he felt the breeze. 

The night was silent. 

The next morning, Lin Fan stood up, dusted off the dust on his body, and 

continued forward. 

At this moment, a crisp notification rang out in Lin Fan's mind. 

[Ding! You've been in the Otherworld for 48 hours. You've received a special 

red packet. Skill: Draw a Circle For Home.] 



[Draw a Circle For Home: After drawing a circle on the ground, you won't be 

affected by the wind, rain, noise, and other external environments. In addition, 

once danger approaches, you'll be notified immediately.] 

Seeing this… 

Lin Fan's eyes lit up. 

These two days, Lin Fan had been walking during the day and resting at night. 

However, in fact, he did not manage to sleep at all. 

This was because sleeping in the wilderness made him feel uneasy. 

Although it would not affect him much if he did not sleep for a few days, it was 

best to be able to sleep comfortably. 

Now, with this Draw a Circle For Home, he could sleep easily at night. 

This skill was not a powerful skill. 

However, this was Lin Fan's favorite skill ever since he entered the 

Otherworld. 

Lin Fan thought about how he would be able to have a good night's sleep 

tonight and could not help but smile. 

Because he was in a good mood, Lin Fan's footsteps became lighter. 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 579 Analysis Of The Giant Monster In The Lake! (1) 
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Eagle Country's chosen one, Hendry, had increased Eagle Country's area by 

10% after killing the Black Giant Crab. He had completely become the hero of 

Eagle Country. 

His popularity continued to soar, and the streets and alleys were filled with 

topics about him. 

HOME: [Hendry is getting more and more handsome.] 

MMM: [He's becoming more and more manly! He's my type.] 

Mike: [This is what a hero should look like.]] 

Grai: [By the way, who has the latest Hero Rankings? What's Hendry's 

ranking?] 

Wayne: [I do. First place is Lin Fan from Hua Nation, second place was 

William Hill from Nashland, and third place is Weimu from Lai Nation… 

Hendry is in sixth place…] 

LL: [What? Hendry is only ranked sixth? Is the Hero Rankings accurate?] 

Zzzzzz: [There's a problem with the Hero Rankings! I know Lin Fan from Hua 

Nation. He was just lucky to kill two level-two monsters and get a total of 40 

Constitution points.] 

Cha: [If Hendry obtained 40 Constitution points, he would definitely be much 

stronger than him!] 

Hero: [Hendry now has 10 Constitution points. With his muscles, he might not 

be inferior to Lin Fan.] 

DEO: [That's right!] 

Wind: [Eagle Country is able to gain so much land all because of Hendry. He's 

a true hero!] 

... 



Hendry naturally did not know how the people of the Eagle Country were 

talking about him. 

Ever since he killed the Giant Black Scorpion and obtained 10 Constitution 

points, he seemed to have superhuman strength. He was like a nouveau riche 

who had just received a huge amount of demolition money. He felt like he was 

floating when he walked. 

After Hendry walked past a small hill, a wide lake appeared in front of him. 

Seeing this… 

Hendry's eyes immediately lit up. 

He loved swimming and bathing. 

Ever since he came to the Otherworld, all these had become extravagant 

desires. 

Unexpectedly, his desire could be realized now. 

Without any hesitation, Hendry ran toward the lake. 

He looked at the clear lake water, and his eyes lit up. 

Therefore, he could not wait to take off his clothes and prepare to swim. 

When Hendry touched the lake water, he immediately praised, "The water 

here is great!" 

However, it was also at this moment that a huge beast that looked like a 

crocodile but was much larger than a crocodile suddenly jumped out of the 

lake. 

It opened its bloody mouth and swallowed Hendry without waiting for him to 

react. 

Blood flowed everywhere, and it was extremely terrifying. 



The entire scene suddenly turned ghastly and terrifying. 

Eagle Country's live broadcast room fell silent. 

Everyone was stunned in front of the screen. 

At this moment, an emotionless voice sounded in the ears of everyone in 

Eagle Country. 

[Hendry, the chosen one, has died. Eagle Country's population has decreased 

by 5%.] 

A dense black fog shot out from the Void Gates in Eagle Country. 

Some of the people who were undergoing surgery suddenly had their hearts 

stop beating. They could no longer open their eyes. 

Some old people suddenly fell to the ground and could no longer get up. 

Some of the vehicles suddenly exploded.I think you should take a look at 

Disasters broke out one after another, and the entire country was completely 

shrouded in the shadow of death. 

What happened in Eagle Country quickly attracted the attention of other 

countries. 

All of a sudden, all the countries had a deeper understanding of this 

apocalypse. 

The unknown mysterious power was something that humans could not resist 

at all! 

As a result, the entire world paid more attention to the actions of the heroes in 

the other world. 

They understood that their survival and even the survival of the entire Earth 

depended on them. 



... 

Today, Lin Fan had only strolled around the Otherworld for a day. Other than 

passing by the sea of butterflies, he did not discover anything else. 

The sun was setting. 

Lin Fan walked toward a nearby tree, preparing to rest there for the day. 

At this moment, a large bird flew across the distance. 

Lin Fan willed. 

[Skill: Gravity Control!] 

In the next moment, the giant bird seemed to have lost its weight and fell 

straight to the ground. 

Just like yesterday, Lin Fan took out a knife and quickly removed the bird 

feathers. He also found many dried branches.𝗇𝒐𝗏𝚎𝑙𝚗𝗲xt.𝗰𝗈𝑚 

"It seems like I haven't had soup for a long time. Let's make some soup 

today." 

As he spoke, Lin Fan's mind moved slightly. 

In the next moment, a clay pot appeared in front of him. 

This scene was witnessed by Hua Nation's live stream. 

"Did anyone see where he took out the clay pot?" Xiao Bing asked in a daze. 

Young Master Feng: [It seems... that it suddenly appeared.] 

Center: [I can guarantee that there was absolutely no clay pot there just now. 

Moreover, God Lin definitely wasn't carrying a clay pot just now!] 

Emperor of Emperors: [I went back and looked at the replay. There was 

indeed no clay pot there. It just suddenly appeared beside God Lin!] 



Qin: [An interspatial ring! This is definitely the work of one of those interspatial 

rings mentioned in fiction novels.] 

Qing Zi: [But God Lin doesn't seem to be wearing a ring.] 

Flower In the Wind: [God Lin is a god!] 

... 

Lin Fan did not know about the discussions of the people in the livestream. 

ραΠdαsΝοvel.cοm His mind moved again. 

Then, gourmet powder, chicken essence, wolfberries, ginseng, and other 

seasonings, as well as a large bottle of mineral water, all appeared in front of 

him. 

Then, Lin Fan held the knife in his hand and shook it gently. 

Soon, the bones were removed, and bird meat of uniform size appeared in the 

clay pot one after another. 

Flames rose. 

Not long after, wisps of fragrance rippled out. 

Lin Fan hurriedly filled a big bowl of chicken soup and drank it leisurely. 

It was warm, comfortable, and extremely sweet. 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 580 Analysis Of The Giant Monster In The Lake! (2) 
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In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Flower: [God Lin is very skilled at cooking.] 

M: [He's not just skilled; he's a chef! His cleaning skills are definitely at the 

level of a master!] 

Who Are You: [God Lin is drinking chicken soup. It looks so good.] 

27: [Please let me know where can I buy the same chicken soup as Immortal 

Lin! This is Urgent!] 

Heavy Rain: [I'm hungry.] 

Jewelry: [Compared to chicken soup, I want the bowl that God Lin drank from 

more. If I'm not mistaken, it should be made of the highest quality suet jade. 

Heavens, this is the first time I've seen someone use top-grade suet jade to 

make bowls. It's too extravagant!] 

Chaos: [Top-grade suet jade? Perhaps it's a magic tool. You wouldn't 

understand the world of immortals.] 

... 

Lin Fan was extremely satisfied with this meal. 

After burping, he slowly got up and drew a circle of about 100 square meters 

with the tree as the center. 

[Skill: Draw a Circle as Your Home!] 

Instantly, Lin Fan had a strange feeling. 

The emotions of all the creatures around him appeared in his mind. 

He was the master of this space. 

Lin Fan nodded his head in satisfaction and prepared to return to the tree. 



Just as he took two steps… 

At this moment, a clear notification sounded in his mind. 

[Ding! You've walked 100,000 steps in the Otherworld. You've obtained 81 

sword techniques.] 

Then, countless complicated sword moves appeared in Lin Fan's mind. They 

were profound and vast. 

Lin Fan had an extremely peculiar feeling. Perhaps he could even block 

immortals and gods with his skills now! 

Lin Fan's eyes lit up instantly. 

He had just eaten the delicious bird soup, and now he had obtained such a 

powerful skill. 

Lin Fan could not help but let out a faint smile. 

Then, he moved his will slightly. 

A sleeping bag appeared in front of him. 

Lin Fan did not wait too long and went in. 

He felt that he would definitely have a good dream today. 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Horse Face: [F*ck! A sleeping bag? Who dares to say that God Lin isn't a 

god? Where did this sleeping bag come from?] 

Chen Zhengyi: [This is the power of God Lin!] 

Heaven: [Is God Lin really going on an adventure? He has a clay pot and a 

sleeping bag. Why does it feel like he's going camping?] 

Day Shift: [Isn't the Otherworld a camping site for gods?] 



Pink Lover: [I think God Lin's sleeping bag looks good. It must be very 

comfortable. I wonder if I can buy the same one.] 

321, Go: [If I'm not wrong, God Lin's sleeping bag should be a custom-made 

LV model. The price is about 800,000 yuan.] 

Xiaoming: [F*ck! 800,000 yuan for a sleeping bag? He's not someone you 

should offend! As expected, God Lin is an existence that mortals like us can't 

reach.] 

... 

When Xia Bing, Xia Xuexue, Qin Yuxuan, Hu Tian, and the rest saw the soup 

and sleeping bag in front of Lin Fan, they were not too surprised. 

They all had smiles on their faces. 

Interspatial ring? God?  

None of them cared about those things. 

The most important thing was for Lin Fan to be able to live comfortably in the 

Otherworld. 

... 

In the blink of an eye, the sky was bright. 

When a ray of sunlight shone through the cracks of the trees and onto Lin 

Fan's face, he slowly opened his eyes. 

Just as Lin Fan had expected, he slept very comfortably last night and had a 

good dream. 

After resting on the spot for a while, he set foot on the road again. 

In the past, Lin Fan would go forward every day to kill a few more beasts and 

obtain some rewards. At the same time, he wanted to make Hua Nation better 

and better. 



Now, Lin Fan felt that it was not a bad idea to walk around more every day. 

After all, after walking 100,000 steps, he obtained a pretty good reward. 

There might be more in the future. 

This filled him with anticipation. 

Lin Fan walked past the withered grass and bushes… 

At this moment, a clear notification sounded in his mind. 

[Ding! You've been in the Otherworld for 72 hours. You've received a special 

red packet—Star Meteorite Sword!] 

The next moment, a black sword appeared in Lin Fan's hand. 

Seeing this… 

Lin Fan's expression changed slightly. 

He casually pulled it out. 

A cold light flashed, and the withered grass in front of him broke.I think you 

should take a look at 

"This is a good sword!" Lin Fan praised sincerely. 

Yesterday, he had obtained 81 sword techniques. 

They allowed him to possess incomparably powerful sword skills. 

However, Lin Fan did not have a sword. 

He did not expect to obtain a sword in the blink of an eye. 

𝗇𝓞𝓥𝓮𝐿𝗇𝑒xt.𝑐𝗈𝓶 

Moreover, it was a peerless sword! 

How could Lin Fan not be happy? 

... 



In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Hong: [Eh? When did God Lin have a sword in his hand?] 

I Like You Every Day: [What's so strange about having a sword? Yesterday, 

God Lin produced a clay pot and a LV sleeping bag, but we didn't say 

anything.  

[In short, we mortals don't understand the world of gods!] 

321, Wooden Man: [This sword is really not bad. It's indeed a good sword.] 

Order: [Divine swords? Aren't they just nonsense?] 

Steam: [Do you think God Lin knows swordsmanship?] 

Middle or West: [Swordsmanship? He must have godly techniques!] 

... 

Dragon's World: [This is bad! The hill in front of God Lin was where Hendry 

from Eagle Country passed by. Up ahead is a large lake with a terrifying 

monster in it!] 

Triumph: [F*ck! It really is! Will God Lin also go to the lake?] 

Return of the King: [What's wrong with going to the lake? With his magical 

ability, God Lin shouldn't be afraid of the monster in the lake, right?] 

Heart: [That's right, God Lin definitely won't be afraid.] 

Arithmetic: [However, it's best not to go, lest he fail miserably.] 

... 

Xia Bing, Xia Xue, Qin Yuxuan, and the rest noticed the direction that Lin Fan 

was heading toward. They could not help but feel worried. 

.... 

As long as Ai Jin was free, he would watch the live broadcast. 



Many people watched the live broadcast because they were worried about the 

future of Earth and because they liked to watch the adventures in the 

Otherworld... 

However, the reason why Ai Jin was watching the live broadcast closely was 

to find a hot topic that would attract traffic. 

Traffic was money! 

When Ai Jin saw Lin Fan come to the hill that Hendry had walked past, his 

expression changed. 

He had found something to write about! 

His eyes kept moving as his fingers quickly jumped on the keyboard. 

After reading through the content he had written, the corners of his mouth 

curled up slightly. He directly clicked on publish. 

Ai Jin: [Is Professor Lin really a god? 

[Recently, I've been paying attention to Hua Nation's live broadcast. 

[I saw Professor Lin kill a ferocious beast. 

[I saw Professor Lin jump up the mountainside to pick apples. 

[I saw Professor Lin walk into the sea of flowers and chase the man-eating 

butterflies fly away... 

[I saw Professor Lin take out a clay pot, a sleeping bag, and so on. 

[Therefore, some people say that Professor Lin is a god. 

[Therefore, he won't be afraid of the monster that devoured Hendry and is 

hiding in the lake. 

[However, allow me to dampen everyone's spirits with a scientific analysis. 



[The first two ferocious beasts were defeated by pure luck, and it had nothing 

to do with Professor Lin's power. 

[As far as I know, after Hendry obtained 10 Constitution points, he jumped a 

full two meters with a casual jump. 

ραΠdαsΝοvel.cοm [This was just a casual jump, and it was very likely that it 

was not his full strength. 

[Someone with 10 Constitution points have the ability to do so. 

[Professor Lin was lucky enough to obtain 40 Constitution points for killing 

ferocious beasts. Therefore, I wasn't too surprised that he was able to jump up 

the cliff and pick apples. 

[As for the butterflies flying away, it could only be said that it happened at the 

right time. 

[This involves the habits of the cannibal butterflies, which are very 

complicated. 

[The clay pot, sleeping bag, and other things that appeared out of thin air, in 

my opinion, are not the work of an interspatial ring like those in novels or 

movies. 

[We need to analyze it from a scientific perspective. 

[This is most likely the result of Professor Lin's latest invention, a space-

folding technology! 

[I believe Professor Lin, who invented the earthquake prediction device, two 

types of super batteries, the carbon-based imprinting machine, advanced 

artificial limbs, and other ultra-modern technologies definitely has this ability. 

[Unfortunately, Professor Lin didn't seem to promote this technology. 

[Finally, I'll talk about the crocodile-like monster under the lake. 



[Hendry was unable to resist at all and was directly eaten by the monster. 

[Hendry had obtained 10 Constitution points, while Professor Lin has 40 

Constitution points. 

[Even if Professor Lin is four times better than Hendry, judging from how the 

monster ate Hendry, I don't think Professor Lin is a match for the monster. 

[If Professor Lin goes to the lake, it'll be very dangerous!] 

 


